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MEDIA ADVISORY 
The Unveiling of The Real Meaning of California, its Seal 

CALIFORNIA CENSORED is a campaign initiating in Black History Month that will unveil a 
story about the founding of California that white supremacist never wanted the world to know. 

Who: 

What: 

Where: 

Why: 

CALIFORNIA IS ME® (Caliisme) is an organization founded by Tamra L. Dicus 
for the purpose of empowering black people by uncovering real stories about their 
American heritage in California and informing all of propaganda. The California 
Censored campaign is one initiative by Caliisme focused strictly on unveiling the 
racist alteration of the Great Seal of the State of California.  

This particular campaign will focus on petitioning the California government to 
change its seal to a historically accurate seal. Currently, the seal features a white 
female Roman goddess of war, Minerva. However, the historically accurate 
version should have a black Amazonian warrior, Queen Calafía, pictured instead. 
The California Censored campaign has gathered credible information from the 
Library of Congress and U.S. Archives in Washington D.C. about the founding of 
California that will explain exactly why the seal must picture a black woman 
instead of a white woman.     

The campaign will take place in a number of different locations. First, the website 
is located at www.caliisme.com with video on the media link. On March 14, at 12 
p.m. PST, a presentation will be held at Thomas Jefferson School of Law. Also,
businesses and schools may request a presentation by the founder, Tamra Dicus.

CALIFORNIA IS ME® would like to give Californians the opportunity to right a 
wrong that has erased the significance of black people to its foundation. Queen 
Calafía was a courageous, beautiful woman and she represents the strength of 
California. However, she is not featured on the California seal just because of the 
color of her skin. Since then, in the 2010 California, Golden State pamphlet the 
text was amended to strike black women and substitute pejorative language. 
America’s horrifying history of degrading black people can end by empowering 
black people and giving them their rightful place in the history books alongside 
other Americans who have shaped this powerful nation. 

About CALIFORNIA IS ME®
We are a group of people who would like to bring to light stories of black people that have 
shaped America into a great nation. We have hope that America is ready to embrace its African 
American heroes and we believe that is time to shine a light on African Americans like never 
before. We also provide support for others in their mission to change the world by featuring 
their grassroots initiatives on our website.  
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The California State seal is 
historically inaccurate and racist. 

It needs to change now! 

AS IS SHOULD BE
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www.caliisme.com · www.CaliforniaGreatSeal.com 

In the summer of 2017 the founder of CALIFORNIA IS ME®  decided to 

move from Alexandria, VA (suburban Washington D.C.) to California in 

order to attend law school. Before she moved she wanted to learn more 

about California, so she went to the Library of Congress and researched 

the origins of California. She discovered a translated book written by 

Garcí Rodríguez de Montalvo called “Las Sergas de Esplandian.” This 

book first described California: an island where only strong, beautiful, 

courageous, black Amazonian warrior women and their Queen, Calafía 

lived. After this discovery Tamra thought that she would find symbols of 

the black Queen Calafía on the State of California’s Great Seal and other 

insignia. However, much to her surprise she did not encounter anything 

that represented Queen Calafía. Instead, she found a white woman on the 

seal of California, in courtrooms, and stitched on police uniforms.  Tamra 

began to teach the truth, created a new seal in a logo to brand 

“CALIFORNIA IS ME EST. 1510® ”, and authored a legislative proposal.  

She made it her mission to petition the California State government to 

change its seal through a campaign named, “CALIFORNIA CENSORED” 

or “#C2” for short. Tamra’s team decided to start a CALIFORNIA IS 

ME®  ad campaign in January 2018 to reclaim and unveil other important 

stories about black people that have been concealed.   

The CALIFORNIA IS ME ® team is a group of diverse activists who are 

passionate about empowering people through education. We invite others 

to join our mission by purchasing empowering t-shirts on our website and 

become active by signing our petition. 
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Local Law Students Demand California to Change its State Seal 
Students at Thomas Jefferson School of Law have started a campaign to petition the California 

government to replace the seal that was created by a Virginia Confederate soldier. 

SAN DIEGO, CA – In 2017, more than 25 cities across the United States removed confederate 
statues and monuments contributing to a confrontational nationwide debate about race and 
history.  A group of law students in California believe that the nation is not finished addressing 
its race problems, one of which exists in the racial legacy of California. 

“They’re subtle reminders that as time moves forward some ideas do not and it is going to take 
more than just awareness, we need people who actually want to implement change,” said 
Anastasia Rose, a second-year law student. 

The group started a Black history month campaign called California Censored, in order to 
petition the state of California to change its seal, which they are calling a confederate symbol. 

Tamra L. Dicus, the leader of the campaign, said, “Major R.S. Garnett designed the seal. He was 
a Virginian soldier in the Confederate army.  The Confederates lost.  Americans won, and history 
should reflect accuracy.  The fact is Queen Calafía is the namesake of California and she is not 
officialized anywhere.” 

Dicus said some of the California government officials have expressed interest in changing the 
seal but she believes that more progress needs to be made. 

Meanwhile, she has been supported by professors at the law school. 

“Ms. Discus's uncovering of the real history of the California state seal is a breathtaking example 
of how one person can advance our understanding of our past and present and lead us into a more 
enlightened future,” said Law School Professor Steve Semeraro. 

Like other campaigns to remove confederate symbols, this campaign has also faced much 
opposition. Some have voiced a belief that the seal should not change.  

Andrew Rocca, a 24-year-old San Diego resident, said the current seal should not change. He 
said it should instead become a learning tool.  

“Don’t take it down, leave it up as a reminder that they were bad people and what they did was 
incorrect,” Rocca said, “Taking it down removes the fact that it happened.” 
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Rocca said even though the seal might represent something bad, it still reminds Americans of 
their history and it is still valuable as it is now. 

If the group succeeds in their efforts to change the seal, this will not be the first time the seal has 
changed. The seal has undergone some minor design changes with the last change occurring in 
1937. However, California would become the first state to feature a Black person on its seal.  

“The current display represents, perpetuates and glorifies racism and is a constant source of fear 
and anxiety,” said Dicus. 
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